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Abstract--This paper describes a hybrid design
for intrusion detection that combines anomaly
detection with misuse detection. The proposed
method includes an ensemble feature selecting
classifier and a data mining
classifier. The former consists of four
classifiers using different sets of features and
each of them employs a machine learning
algorithm
named
fuzzy
belief
k-NN
classification algorithm. The latter applies data
mining technique to automatically extract
computer users’ normal behavior from
training network traffic data. The outputs of
ensemble feature selecting classifier and data
mining classifier are then fused together to get
the final decision. The experimental results
indicate that hybrid approach effectively
generates a more accurate intrusion detection
model on detecting both normal usages and
malicious activities.

with a set of well defined rules that describe
signatures of intrusions. If the signature of
observed network traffic is not matched with any
of predefined rules, it is declared as an attack.
This approach can detect the recognized attacks in
an efficient way with high level of accuracy.
However, it suffers from its inability of
identifying attacks which differ from those
predefined patterns. A minor variation of an
attack may not be identified during the whole
detection procedure. Anomaly detection searches
for intrusive activities by comparing network
traffic to those established acceptable normal
usage patterns learned from training data. If the
pattern of observed data is different from those
learned normal ones, the data is classified as an
attack. This approach can successfully detect
novel and unseen malicious occurrences from
computer users. However, it suffers from a high
volume of false alarms. During the past years, a
variety of approaches have been proposed by
using either anomaly or misuse detection
techniques. However, most of approaches only
focus on reducing false positive rate (FPR) [1],
[2] or improving detection rate (DR) [3], [4] in
known and unknown intrusions. Therefore, in this
research we propose an approach that combines
the merits of anomaly detection and misuse
detection techniques. Our goal is not only to
achieve high DR on malicious activities but also
to reduce FPR on normal computer usages from
network traffic. We develop a hybrid model that
includes an ensemble feature selecting classifier
with four base classifiers. Each base classifier
uses a subset of features to derive independent
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid progression of computer
technology, computer violations are increasing at
a fast pace. Such malevolent activities become
more and more sophisticated and can easily cause
millions of dollar in damage to an organization.
Detecting those intrusions becomes an important
issue of computer security. Generally, there exist
two main intrusion detection techniques: anomaly
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decision about a network traffic, then all the
decisions from multiple ones are combined into a
fused result to obtain a better DR. In the kernel of
each base feature selection classifier, a developed
machine learning algorithm, fuzzy belief k-NN
classification algorithm, is used to detect both
known and novel attacks. We focus on detecting
attacks that attackers use illegal approach to gain
access to the target host and thus further to exploit
the system’s vulnerabilities. Additionally, data
mining technique is applied to automatically
extract decision rules for normal behavior in order
to construct a filter to reduce
the FPR. We afterward combine the output of this
classifier with the result from ensemble feature
selecting classifier to derive an output, which is
the final decision of the input network traffic. In
favor of verifying our proposed model is
successful, the intrusion detection benchmark data
set DARPA KDD99 [5] is used.

each individual classifier. Also, DR and FPR are
more accurate than those of using full feature set.
.

Fig. 1 depicts our design
III.PROPOSED WORK

II. HYBRID INTRUSION DETECTION
MODEL
Ensemble is to combine the outputs of a set of
base classifiers together in a proper way when
classifying input data. The fused result is expected
to perform a better outcome than that of any
individual base classifier within the ensemble. In
the past, approaches to intrusion detection based
on ensemble techniques have been investigated
with the use of different feature subsets [6] or soft
computing techniques [7] in every individual
classifier. However, they
only focused on improving the detection rate in
known and unknown intrusions but did not
consider reducing the number of false alarms.
Therefore, we propose a hybrid intrusion
detection model that includes an ensemble feature
selecting classifier and a data mining classifier to
act as anomaly detection and misuse detection to
improve both DR and FPR, respectively. The
former consists of a set of base
feature selecting classifiers and each uses partial
feature space. The latter applies data mining
technique to look for patterns of normal activities.
We believe that the overall performance of this
hybrid architecture is better than that of

Author of [7] proposed a security solution based
on KNN method. For better evaluation of
unknown attacks and authors method our
proposed method uses the same concept
incremented one step further. In proposed work
detection of suspicious traffic using clustering
well be tested integrating the SVM filter on them.
Following attractive points is interesting in
proposed method1. Classifying network traffic using SVM
(support Vector Machine)
2. Then applying, Clustering based detection
and prevention of intrusion on real time
traffic instead of KNN.
3. Visualizing the network traffic.
Clustering Method:
As mentioned in the article [8], The proposed
clustering based detection will be work as followSuppose there are N records in the flow file,
which has to be converted into a group of K
clusters. Medoid is a record in the traffic file
which is intended to best represent the cluster.
1. Select initial Medoids: Randomly select
few records from traffic file as initial K
medoids.
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2. Form clusters: Assign each record from
traffic file to the nearest medoid.
1. Select new Medoids: Calculate the sum of
distance from all records to their medoids.
3. Optimize each cluster: For each cluster,
select an object as a new medoid such that
the sum of distances of all objects to their
medoids is reduced.
4. Form new clusters: Assign each object
from traffic file to the nearest medoid.
5. Repeat step 4 and 5 arbitrary number of
times (or) if the new medoids obtained in
step 4 are same as in the previous
iteration.
The intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are usually
classified into two main categories: signature
based and anomaly based [1]. The signature based
systems are designed to identify attacks that
follow patterns previously recognized and
reported by security experts, where each signature
identifies a specific attack. In anomaly based
IDSs, the normal behavior of the system or
network traffic are represented and, for any
behavior that varies over a pre-defined threshold,
an anomaly activity is identified.
A weakness of signature based intrusion detection
systems is the incapability of identifying new
types of attacks or variations of known attacks.
By the other side, in anomaly based IDSs, the
number of false positives generated is higher than
on those based on signatures. An important issue
in anomaly based IDSs is how these systems
should be trained, i.e., how to define what is a
normal behavior of a system or network
environment (which features are relevant) and
how to represent this behavior computationally.
The training process requires a large amount of
data and many artificial intelligence techniques
can be employed, such as ANNs (Artificial Neural
Networks). Artificial intelligence techniques have
been used for both signature based and anomaly
based intrusion detection. Among these
techniques, we can cite the use of expert systems
[2]. These systems employ a set of rules that
represent patterns of known attacks or
vulnerabilities to detect intrusions. Some data

mining techniques have been used to identify
normal patterns of behavior [3], [4]. Artificial
neural networks had already been applied in IDSs
[5], [6]. Most of these neural networks are
composed of a set of input, some intermediate
layers and one output. These networks have the
capacity to identify patterns and variations of
these patterns (variations of the same attack). The
main contribution of the author [7] is an
intelligent intrusion detection system (IIDS)
which uses two artificial intelligence techniques
in sequence to better identify anomalies and to
reduce the false positive rate present in related
works. Another contribution is the analysis of the
importance of each feature for each class of attack
(DoS, Probe, R2L and U2R) present in the KDD
Cup 1999 Data (The Third International
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools
Competition) in order to define which of these
features are relevant to each class of attack.
Figure 2. Shows the Authors proposed
architecture-

Fig 2. Authors [7] Proposed Octopus IDS Architecture

In this synopsis, the main contribution is to
develop an intelligent intrusion detection system
(IIDS) using machine learning techniques (KNN)
in sequence to better identify anoma-lies and to
reduce the false positive rate present in related
works. Another contribution is the analysis of the
importance of each feature for each class of attack
(DoS, Probe, R2L and U2R) present in the KDD
Cup 1999 Data (The Third International
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools
46
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Competition) in order to define which of these
features are relevant to each class of attack.
For better approximation and evaluation of
proposed solution we will also applied real
network traffic to better evaluate the proposed
system
IV.RESULT
Result of different attack ancountered in network
in classified form

the detection rate and data mining technique to
reduce the number of false alarms. It is a
combination of both anomaly detection and
misuse detection. The experimental results shows
the hybrid model has a better detection
performance with both low FPR on normal
computer usages and high DR on malicious
activities than those classifiers using full feature
set. It also shows the overall performance of this
hybrid architecture is better than that of each
individual base feature selecting classifier. This
result demonstrates that our approach is effective,
which generates a more accurate intrusion
detection model by combining diverse base
classifiers with different feature subsets.
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